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Chapter 1 – Getting ready for action..

First of all, download the files “installone.rar” and INSTALL_MAPS.rar” from the appropriate sources.

You will need two USB-sticks to do the conversion. Both have to be formatted to FAT32 and
completely empty when you start.

1.               2. 

1.1 - Creating USB-stick #1..

Take your first USB-stick and extract the file “installone.rar” to the root directory of your USB-stick.
Your USB-stick’s root directory should look like this when ready. (See picture) Only these files and
directories. Nothing else should be there. Mark it #1 or something so you can keep track of which
one is #1 and which one is #2 later. 

You can duplicate the USB-stick so you can convert several cars simultaneously. Make as many
clones as you need, but please make sure to have the required tokens (VIN license files) available in
the “tokens” directory. Installation will not succeed without valid individual tokens for each and 
every vehicle you intend to convert. The system will not run properly after conversion without valid
tokens.

Token files look like this. (See picture) They will have your VIN-number as file name. Each and every
one will have different names depending on your car’s VIN-number. They should reside in the
“tokens” directory of USB-stick #1.

1.2 – Creating USB-stick #2..

Take your second USB-stick and extract the file “INSTALL_MAPS.rar” to that USB-stick. Your USB-
stick should look like this when ready. (See picture). This is what the root directory of USB-stick #2.
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 should look like. Only two files this time. Nothing more and nothing less.

These files are large, so the extraction process may take a while. Please be patient.

Chapter 2 – Updating with the USB sticks..

You can now move to the car you intend to modify. You don’t need the computer anymore. Just
bring USB-stick #1 and USB-stick #2.

Chapter 2.1 – Running USB-stick #1..

You now have two USB-sticks called #1 and #2. Use #1 first. First of all, insert USB-stick #1 into the
USB-port inside the center console compartment as pictured below. Then turn the ignition on.

After inserting USB-stick #1, please wait for a while for the update to be authenticated. This usually
takes about two minutes or so.
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When the USB-stick is authenticated, please choose “yes” to initiate the update. See below for
example.

The update procedure will now commence after a quick automatic reboot. As the system reboots,
the screen will fade out and then show this update screen. As the system reboots, it may look like it
has just crashed, but please be patient.
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This screen will show the update progress. The update procedure will reset the system two more
times while it is working. This is normal. The encircled number “10” indicates that this is the first
update run.

When the system reboots and initiates the second update run, the number 10 will change to number
3 instead. See below.
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Do not switch off the ignition and do not remove the USB-stick until the update is completed. The
update procedure takes roughly 20 minutes for USB-stick #1 and it does not require any more input
from you at the moment. You can exit the car and move on to next one/have lunch/whatever. Just
leave the ignition on, OK?

After 20 minutes or so the system will reboot once more and go into the menu as usual. It will now
inform you that it has found an update and ask you if you would like to run this update. This is the
same update you just did, so just choose “no” and remove USB-stick #1 from the USB-port.

The system will now work normally, but without maps. Move on to the next phase to install maps!

Chapter 2.2 – Running USB-stick #2..

Now insert USB-stick #2 into the USB-port and wait for the system to authenticate the update. This
takes up to two minutes. Please wait for the update to be accepted as valid and then choose “yes”
to initiate the update. The system will now reboot and the second phase of the update procedure
will commence.

This update will have a unit count of 3 (see picture below) and will take 20-25 minutes to
completion. More or less, depending on the size of the map data for your region. Please be patient.

The update process will not need any more input from you so you can exit the car if you like. Just
leave ignition on and leave the USB-stick inserted. Upon completion the system will once more
reboot into the normal menu. You can now remove USB-stick #2. Mission complete! Your navigation
system is now set up for use in your region!
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Chapter 3 – Troubleshooting..

Q:  I insert the USB-stick in the car but nothing happens, why?
A: Inside the center console you have two USB-ports. One is for charging only and can not be used,
so make sure to use the right one. See photo under chapter 2.1 for more information. Also verify
that the file structure of the USB-stick is correct. See chapter 1.1 and 1.2 for more information.

Q:   The update procedure has halted and prompts me to “Insert coin for VIN xxxxxx”, why?
A: Verify that you have the required token file in the “token” folder of your USB-stick and try
updating again.

Q:  I did the update and the system works, but the NAV-button does not show up, why?
A: Insert USB-stick #2 and choose yes when prompted if you would like to update. The problem is
resolved upon completion of this update. See Chapter 2.2 for more information.

Q:  I try to install maps with USB-stick #2 but the USB-stick is not recognized, why?
A: Run USB-stick #1 first. USB-stick #2 does not work if USB-stick #1 is not already installed.

Q:  My navigation unit has gone haywire with no radio sound, no maps and everything is crazy.
A: You thought you were smart and modified the system in one car and moved it to another car.
Move it back to where it came from and watch the magic happening when all returns to normal.
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